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CHAMPAGNE + FIZZ  125ML BTL

PROSECCO DOC ROSÉ TREVISO ARGEO BRUT    2975

Veneto | Itay | 11.5%
Fresh, crisp northern Italian sparkling rosé, fizzing with cranberries and red fruit and with a light, yeasty, aroma 
of  biscuit.

PROSECCO BRUT, ARGEO, RUGGERI    2850

Veneto | Italy | 11%
A classic elegant Prosecco with tiny bubbles, a palate of  fresh green apple and a long, crisp finish.

CLASSIC RESERVE, HATTINGLEY VALLEY   1195 4475

Hampshire | Great Britain | 12%
An elegant, svelte and super pure wine with delicate nose of  hedgerow flowers, it has finesse, vibrant green fruit and 
a characteristic toasty flavour. Pale gold in colour and well-balanced on the palate showing crisp acidity and fine 
mousse. It has delicate toasty characteristics from being aged on lees whilst the gentle oak flavour adds complexity.

VEUVE CLICQUOT PONSARDIN, YELLOW LABEL BRUT    7475
Champagne | France | 12%
Beautiful colour with straw-yellow highlights.  Abundant fine bubbles. Intense, pleasant on the nose. Fruity at first, 
then hawthorn-flowery and slightly musky.

2015 BRUT VINTAGE, POL ROGER   14975

Champagne | France | 12%
Beautifully balanced Champagne, toasty on the nose with a hint of  spice and packed with red fruits in the mouth. 

NV CUVEE ROSE, LAURENT PERRIER   12475

Champagne | France | 12%
A glorious sparkling rosé in an old-fashioned bottle that fizzes as much with fine acidity as with bubbles and fills 
the mouth with fragrant red fruit. 

ROSÉ WINE  175ML BTL

ANCIENS TEMPS ROSÉ, VIN DE FRANCE   550 2095

Vin de France | France | 12%
With an attractive pale pink colour, this is a light, dry unoaked and refreshing rosé from the Languedoc region.   

WEST COAST SWING WHITE ZINFANDEL, THE WINE GROUP   595 2295

California | United States of America | 11%
Full of  ripe fruit aromas such as peaches, mango and melon. Juicy on the palate with strawberry and tropical fruit 
flavours with fresh acidity balancing the sweetness.  

SHIRAZ ROSE, PETE’S PURE   725 2795 
South Eastern Region | Australia | 12.5%
Light pale strawberry pink in colour, bright & clear. Fresh, clean, lifted nose of  strawberries and cream. Notes of  

red fruit characters. Well structured, medium bodied palate. A well balanced varietally expressive Rosé.  

CÔTES DE PROVENCE ROSÉ, DOMAINE DE L’AMOUR,    2895 
LA VIDAUBANAISE 
Provence | France | 12.5%
Provençal rosé, fragrant and elegant as southern sunshine, full of  strawberries, cherries,  
citrus and crushed red apples.    

SPARKLING

CHAMPAGNE



WHITE WINE  175ML BTL

TREBBIANO CHARDONNAY RUBICONE IGT,    550 2095 
FONTE DELLA VIGNA
Emilia Romagna | Italy | 12%
The colour is straw-yellow with light greenish hue. Intense aroma, with tropical fruit and flowers. On the palate it 
is structured and full bodied, smooth, and well balanced.   

PINOT GRIGIO DELLE VENEZIE IGT, SARTORI   625 2295

Veneto | Italy | 12%
Fresh and fruity Pinot Grigio from northern Italy, gently exuding flavours of  pears, peaches and nuts and the scent 
of  fresh flowers.    

ESTATE SAUVIGNON BLANC, DE MARTINO   725 2595

Casablanca Valley | Chile | 13%
Intense aromas of  ripe citrus and tropical fruit that lead to a fresh palate with medium body.  

PICPOUL DE PINET, RÉSERVE ROQUEMOLIÈRE    2995

Languedoc-Roussillon | France | 12.5%
The wine is crisp, light and aromatic, with remarkable freshness on the palate.  

HILLS AND VALLEYS RIESLING, PIKES   2950

South Region | Australia | 11%
Attractive aromas of  stonefruit and sweet limes, with floral notes of  honeysuckle and lavender adding layers of  
complexity. Bright lime and citrus fruits, with a soft sweetness and sherbet like acidity.    

MARLBOROUGH SAUVIGNON BLANC, GLAZEBROOK   825 2995

Marlborough | New Zealand | 12.5%
Crisp and zesty with moments of  citrus and grapefruit, crunchy green apple, juicy peach and passionfruit with 
fresh garden herbs.   

LA SEGRETA GRILLO SICILIA DOC, PLANETA   750 2795

Sicily | Italy | 12.5%
Clear yellow colour with green reflections; on the nose the primary varietal aromas of  citrus, white peach and 
tropical fruit. Fresh and smooth on the palate.   

‘ALBA MARTIN’, ALBARINO MARTIN CODAX   3295

Rías Baixas | Spain | 12%
Intense nose and elegant aromas with hints of  white stone fruits and white flowers. The proximity to the sea gives 
the wine its freshness and saltiness and the granitic soils enhance its natural minerality. Rounded and full-bodied, 
with a light petillance that adds to its vivacious sense of  freshness.    

BLANCO SOBRE LIAS GARNACHA BLANCA / CHARDONNAY,    650 2595 

CARE
Cariena | Spain | 13%
Refreshing Spanish white that has spent time on lees (the remains of  the fermentation process) for extra texture; this is 
balanced and appealing, with flavours of  green apple, pineapple and a burst of  citrus.   

PALOOZA VIOGNIER IGP OC, AUBERT AND MATHIEU   725 2795

Languedoc-Roussillon | France | 13%
Deliciously light and refreshing with notes of  peach and citrus fruits, Palooza is the white wine of  the best and 
most unforeseen memories.   

COTES DU RHONE ENFANT TERRIBLE WHITE,    725 2795 
LAUDUN CHUSCLAN
Rhône | France | 14%
Wine with a pale gold color and brilliant reflections. The aromas of  flowers and white fruits blend perfectly with 
the vivacity and freshness of  this beautiful, tender wine.  

OLD VINE RESERVE CHENIN BLANC, KEN FORRESTER WINES   3995

Western Cape | South Africa | 13.5%
Full bodied and well rounded with a complex structure. Bursting with flavours of  dried apricots, pineapple and hints of  
vanilla and honey that last long on the finish.   

LIGHT + 
FRESH

RICH +  
COMPLEX

AROMATIC + 
JUICY



RED WINE  175ML BTL

SANGIOVESE MERLOT RUBICONE IGT, FONTE DELLA VIGNA   575 2095

Emilia Romagna | Italy | 13%
Intense and complex nose of  cherry, blackberry, violet, sweet spice and dye flowers, with light oaky hint. Gentle and 
charming on the palate, with smooth tannins, proper freshness, and delicious mineral finish.  

VARIETAL MERLOT, TARAPACA   625 2295
Central Valley | Chile | 13%
Intense and fresh raspeberry and plums notes, with toasted hints of  vainilla and mocca. Flavorful merlot with rich 
blackberries and cassis notes, with a fresh palate and rounded tannins.   

COONAWARRA SHIRAZ, WYNNS    3095

Coonawarra | Australia | 13.6%
The finish is drawn out with hints of  cedar, nutmeg and fragrant bay leaf. This is a beautifully balanced wine ready to 
enjoy now or cellar in the medium term.  

PINOT NOIR, PETE’S PURE   725 2695

South Eastern Australia | Australia | 14%
Fresh raspberry and rose petal mesh with vanilla bean pod and spicy oak. Bright cherry notes backed by a crunchy 
acidity and  fine tannin base. Vegan Friendly.    

COTES DU RHONE ENFANT TERRIBLE RED,    725 2695 
LAUDUN CHUSCLAN
Rhône | France | 13%
On the nose the wine is aromatic, its expression is dominated by aromas of  berries on a spicy floral background. On 
the palate we find roundness, generosity and finesse.    

AMY ORGANIC SYRAH / GRENACHE IGP OC,    3295 

AUBERT & MATHIEU
Languedoc-Roussillon | France | 14%
Organic Certified, Amy is an explosion of  red fruit and sweet spices. This juice has a good length.  This wine ideal for a 
fun outing with friends.   

REMORDIMIENTO MONASTRELL / SYRAH, BODEGA CERRON   3195

Jumilia | Spain | 13.8%
Balanced and smooth on the palate, the flavours are pure and refined, with mineral hints. It represents perfectly the style of  
the village of  origin and its landscape.  

CUMA ORGANIC WINEMAKERS MALBEC, EL ESTECO   750 2850

Salta | Argentina | 13.5%
Rich, thrilling Malbec, full of  black cherries and black plums, topped off with a scattering of  spice. 

LA SEGRETA NERO D'AVOLA SICILIA DOC, PLANETA   775 2895

Sicily | Italy | 13%
Ruby red colour with violet reflections. Typical varietal aromas of  ripe plum, cocoa, wild fruit and flawless 
spiciness. On the palate it's full with ripe smooth tannins without excess.    

RIOJA RESERVA JOURNEY COLLECTION, RAMON BILBAO  875 3395

Rioja | Spain | 14%
Elegant, sophisticated Rioja, packed with blackberries and scented with cedar, leather and spice.  

PRIMITIVO IGT PUGLIA ORGANIC, VARVAGLIONE   3250

Puglia | Italy | 12.5%
Spicy aromas of  black pepper and mulberry mingle with the plum flavours in this soft and approachable wine.  

CRIOS CABERNET SAUVIGNON, SUSANA BALBO   850 3095

Mendoza | Argentina | 14%
In the mouth, black fruits, especially bluberries, as well as black pepper stand out harmoniously. The ripe and 
vibrant tannins provide an elegant structure and a long and persistent finish.  

ESTATE MALBEC, EL ESTECO   895 3395

Salta | Argentina | 14.5%
A rich style of  Malbec with notes of  blueberries, dried fruits and a hint of  coffee. 

FLOR DE CRASTO RED, QUINTA DO CRASTO    2750

Douro | Portugal | 13.5%
Expressive Portuguese red, juicy with wild berries, strawberries, blackberries, all enveloped in a perfume of  flowers.

   

SOFT + 
FRUITY

SMOOTH 
 + SILKY

RICH 
+ POWERFUL



SHIRAZ 
Rump comes from a harder working muscle, making it 
firm but also highly flavorful. Look for a peppery wine 

that’s robust enough for meaty flavours.

THE PERFECT CUT.  
THE PERFECT WINE.

Heart Of Rump ‘Bistro’ Steak

Sirloin on the Bone Steak

Centre Cut Ribeye Steak

MONASTRELL
The ripe tannins in a young, light red like Cabernet 
Franc are perfectly matched with a lean tenderloin 

that has little to no marbling and is less rich than 
other cuts.

MALBEC /PRIMITIVO / 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Ribeye is the most marbled cut of the cow, and 
therefore the juciest. A bold and full flavoured wine 
is the best pairing for the richness of the meat.

1 2 3
Going lean?
Match leaner cuts with 
lighter boiled wines.

Indulging?
Fatter cuts with lots of 
marbling pair with full 
bodied wines.

Young or Old?
The fat in food affects the 
flavours of your wine. Pair 
those juicy cus with a well-
aged wine.



DESSERT WINES  100ML 1/2 BTL

SAUTERNES LES GARONELLES, LUCIEN LURTON  825 3000

Bordeaux | France | 14% 
Elegant Sauternes, heady with pineapple and mango, the tropicality finely balanced with citrus.

PORT  75ML BTL

NV FINEST RESERVE RUBY PORT, QUINTA DO CRASTO   550 3050

Douro | Portugal | 20%
A complex bouquet of  ripe red wild berries, figs and a slight touch of  wild herbs.

2014 LBV PORT, QUINTA DO CRASTO  650 3750

Douro | Portugal | 20%
This late bottled Vintage shows brooding black cherry fruit with a huge cedary core. A simple wine with a fine dark 
colour, ripe and mouth filling and rounded off by sweet finish.

2000 COLHEITA, QUINTA DO CRASTO   6200

Douro | Portugal | 20%
Bright amber color, it presents a great aromatic complexity, which features elegant notes of  honey and dried fruits, in 
perfect harmony with fresh aromas of  spice and orange peel. It has an elegant start evolving into a complex texture of  
full-bodied wine made by fine tannins in perfect balance with fresh aromatic sensations. A very engaging wine that 
ends elegant and very persistent.




